AE Phi House I G C Members
First To Reach Attend Meeting
Drive Quote On Citizenship

Betsy Druschel, '46, was the first to arrive at the meeting of the AE Phi House of General Scholars, to attend the drive for the MUH Student Council. She was the first to reach its quota. Dr. Edmund Day, President of Cornell University, was in charge of the drive. It was sponsored by the well-known and respected sociologist, Mr. Day.

The canvassers

The canvassers

The second recital is scheduled for January 22.

Teachers Claim Rising Expenses
Make Raise In Pay Imperative

The teachers' claims arose out of the increasing costs of living. They feel that the current salary is not sufficient to cover their expenses. The demand for a raise in pay has been made by the teachers. The President of the New York State Teachers' Association, Mr. Henry Druschel, has been quoted as saying, "The teachers' claims are serious and deserve the attention of the board of education." The teachers are demanding a raise in pay in order to cover the increasing costs of living.
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Flu Inoculation

As a general rule, the Desk Editors may be obtained in the office of the Campus Commission. The inoculation of the students is expected to continue until the end of the month.

State College News

Hannon To Play In Page Gym
Tomorrow Night

According to the announcement, Hannon will play in the Page Gym tomorrow night.

Chaperons for the party include Mr. Schreiber, Miss Milner, and Mrs. Fairbank; Mr. Timmerman, Mrs. Landau, and Mrs. Fairbank; Mr. Schreiber, Miss Milner, and Mrs. Fairbank; Mr. Timmerman, Mrs. Landau, and Mrs. Fairbank; and Mrs. Fairbank. They are the chaperons in charge of arrangements.

Mardi Gras Theme, Crowning Of Queen
Will Highlight Traditional Junior Prom

Hayride, Dance NEWS Board
To Open Junior Weekend
Appoints Seven
As Desk Editors

Junior Weekend will open tonight, with an expected early enrollment of 500. The dance will be held at 8:30 P.M. in the Ingle Kite, with music by the Mr. Dave Felton Orchestra. The dance will feature a Mardi Gras theme, with decorations and costumes in the theme.
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News Board

The Board of Directors of the Student Association, and the most able students would be appointed to lines of these positions. The positions are lines of the Student Council and the MUH Student Council.
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Basketball Season Returns

With the end of Thanksgiving vacation comes basketball season returns for some time and now we meet the fall support of the basketball teams.

Last year our naps were and were made through our daily games. The spirit shown at the beginning of the season somewhat early, the aim of the end of the season, the enthusiasm, although good, didn't quite make up for the spirit we had.

A basketball game presented a novelty to fans. It was a game which held the interest of the fans as they watched the match with the war. Let's take advantage of their presence to watch the game.

Working against great odds, State's team played a great season last year. This year we expect great things to happen. If the fans are going to support, the players should be cheered on the court.

Let's get back on the team and keep up the spirit throughout the season!

Common-Slater

The Common-Slater is shown in the beautiful, artistic colors of the school's. The Common-Slater is the official publication of the State College for Women. It is published ten times a year by the Student Body at the State College for Women, New York, N.Y.

We are grateful to the editors and writers who have contributed to this issue. We also wish to express our thanks to our advertisers for their support.

Protection From Fallacy

It is imperative that those who supply the information be accurate. The information should be factual and not misleading.

Let's get back of our team and keep up the spirit throughout the season!
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Focus On Feature    Dunker, Fillman To Direct Comedy, "Pleasant Play" For Advanced Dramatics

The next 4% annual general meeting of the State College News will be held on Monday, December 9, at 4:30 p.m., according to State Tax

Dr. Francis Spaulding, Commissioner of Education, announced the date for the meeting, which will be held in the library of the State College.

At the meeting, Dr. Spaulding said that the meeting will be held in a large room on the first floor of the college, and that all interested persons are invited to attend.

Sophos, Freshmen Will Participate In Rivalry Sing Yalig For MAA

The student body of the State College will be divided into two groups, MAA and the university, for the annual rivalry sing. The MAA will perform in the dormitories and the university will perform in the presenting hall.

The MAA will perform on Monday, December 9, at 8:00 p.m., and the university will perform on Tuesday, December 10, at 8:00 p.m.

Highlight Sorority Rushing With Formal Dinner Parties

Teachers Act to Secure Law For Salary Raise
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